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A CONTINUUM X WHICH HAS

NO CONFLUENT WHITNEY MAP FOR 2X

WLODZIMIERZ J. CHARATONIK

Abstract. An example is shown of a continuum X which has no confluent Whitney

map for 2X. This answers two problems asked by Nadler [N],

Nadler has asked in [N, (14.63) and (14.64), pp. 468 and 469] whether for every

continuum X there exists a monotone (or an open) Whitney map for 2X. We answer

both these questions in the negative by showing an example of a continuum X which

has no confluent Whitney map for 2X.

All considered spaces are assumed to be metric and all mappings are continuous.

We denote by R the space of reals and by H the half-line [ 1, + oo). The symbol

diam(yl) stands for the diameter of a set A. Given a continuum X we use small

letters for points of X, capitals to designate subsets of X, and script letters for

subsets of 2X. A mapping /: X -* F of a continuum X onto Y is said to be confluent

provided that for each subcontinuum K of Y and each component A of f~l{K) we

have f{A) = K. It is well known that monotone mappings and open mappings

between continua are confluent (cf. [N, (0.45.3), p. 21], where further information is

given).

Theorem. There exists a rational continuum X in the plane which admits no

confluent Whitney map for 2X.

Proof. Let S denote the unit circle in R2. Define functions / and g mapping H

into R2 by

/(?) = (! + l/í)exp(ií)   and   g(t) = (1 - l/t)exp(-it),

and put M = f(H) and L = g(H). The space X=MU.S'ULisa rational con-

tinuum in R2 (cf. [N, (16.35), p. 558]). We show there is no confluent Whitney map

from 2* into [0, +00).

Let /i be an arbitrary Whitney map for 2X. Put SS = {B g 2x: diam(5) > 1}.

Thus 3S is a compact subset of 2X. Let t0 = mî{p(B): fiel] and note t0 > 0.

Consider the segment [0, t0/2] c [0, p(X)). We show that there exists a component

of ju_1([0, t0/2]) whose image under u is not the whole segment. To this end put

pk = f{2irk) g M and qk = g(2wk) e L for k e {1,2,...}. Observe that the sets

{ Pk' Qk } tend to the one-point set {1} c S, so u({ pk, qk}) tends to zero as k tends
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to infinity. Hence there exists a number s such that u({ ps, qs}) g [0, í0/2]. Let <€ be

the component of /x_1([0, t0/2]) which contains the point { ps, qs} of 2X, and assume

on the contrary that /*(#) = [0, i0/2]. Put $~r {A^2X: AC\M + 0 * AC\L).

Note {ps, qs} G ^n ^"and ^\^"is nonempty (because it contains a one-point set

according to the assumption). Denote by if the component of tf n ^containing the

point {ps,qs}. Define mappings m: W~*'M and /: 9"-* H putting m(A) =

nun f~l(A) and 1(A) = ming"1^), and note m({ps, qs}) = l({ps, qs}) = 2ms. Ob-

serve that if has a limit point in bd(#n J~), i.e., there exists a sequence of points An

of 3? such that m(An) -* + oo or l(An) -* + oo as n -* + oo. Consider a function

arg: if-* jR defined by arg(^4) = m(A) + 1(A) - 4trs. Thus arg is a continuous

function, and aig({ps, qs}) = 0. Note that arg(v4„) -» +oo as n -> + oo, so the

image of if under the function arg is an unbounded from the right and connected set

in R containing the point 0. Thus there exists a set A0 in if such that arg(^40) = jr.

Denote a = m(A0) and b = l(A0). Putting x = f(a) and v = g(b) we have x, y g

./40. Calculate

P(x, y) = [(1 + l/af +(l- l/bf - 2(1 + l/fl)(l - 1/6) • cos(a + ¿>)]1/2,

where p is the euclidean metric in the plane. Now arg(^40) = m implies a + b = 4irs

+ it, whence cos(a + b) = -1, so all terms in the square brackets are positive, and

therefore p(x, y) > 1. Hencediam(/10) > 1, thus A0 g SS, and therefore ¡u( A0) > r0,

a contradiction to the fact A0 g if c # c ju,_1([0, i0/2])- The proof is complete.

Corollary. There is neither a monotone nor an open Whitney map for 2X, where X

is the continuum described above.

Remarks. Note the following. (1) Each Whitney map for the hyperspace 2X of an

arbitrary continuum X is weakly confluent (see [N, (0.45.4), p. 22] for the definition)

as a mapping onto a segment. (2) Each Whitney map for the hyperspace C( X) of all

subcontinua of an arbitrary continuum X is monotone and open (see [N, (14.44), p.

453]).
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